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With immigration in the news so frequently, many of us are learning the many avenues available to a green card and permanent United 
States residency. One such avenue is the United States Citizen and Immigration Services (USCIS) EB-5 program. This program, 
intended to stimulate the economy, is targeted towards foreign entrepreneurs. The program requires a qualifying investment in the 
United States of $1,000,000 that creates or preserves 10 permanent jobs. Most investors, however, who use the EB-5 program choose 
to invest in a “targeted employment area” (TEA) which is a rural area with high unemployment. This option lowers the investment 
threshold to $500,000, so long as the investment is “at risk”. The EB-5 program affords possible green cards for the investor, his or her 
spouse, and their children under 21 years of age. 

While the EB-5 investor visa program has boosted foreign investment in the United States and is not without value, the program has 
been vulnerable to issues that have led to legal malpractice claims against immigration lawyers. Some of those issues are as follows:

EB-5 is a somewhat complicated program 
The mechanics of a well-run EB-5 program are complicated as there is a securities component, a new business operating component, 
and then an immigration component, all running simultaneously. Nonetheless, the EB-5 program appears to be a bit of a growth 
industry for smaller-sized immigration law firms. Some law firms, however, accept these engagements without having command of the 
somewhat complicated EB-5 security requirements, specifically as they apply to the form of the investment. 

For example, two recently asserted claims alleged that the investment was structured in such a way that the USCIS rejected the 
investment. In one such claim, the investment was in a debt instrument -- not equity -- which caused the denial of the green card, 
leading to subsequent litigation. The USCIS determined that the debt instrument, since it required re-payment, was not an “at risk” 
investment. A second such claim example concerned an offering memorandum for an equity investment that featured a “buyout 
clause” whereby the foreign investor, after five years, could ask the business to buy out his equity stake. The USCIS determined that the 
“buy out” clause negated the “at risk” requirement and rejected the investment, which in turn frustrated the immigration effort. 

Immigration lawyers can be caught up in the allegations relating to an investment that was structured in the wrong form, leading to a 
rejection of the investment and a denial of the green card. The entrepreneur may be confused about who was doing what on the 
Petition, and may further blame the immigration attorney for the lack of analysis on the failed investment. The entrepreneur may also 
contend that the immigration lawyer should have at least recommended the analysis, even if the lawyer was not necessarily competent 
to perform it.

Some EB-5 investments have proven fraudulent 
The EB-5 program has been used in some capital raising ventures that have been proven fraudulent. In 2013, the SEC issued an alert to 
warn investors about an increase in fraudulent investment scams that exploit the EB-5 visa program. One whistleblower’s tip led to the 
unraveling of a $147 million EB-5 scheme. In 2015 and 2016, the SEC successfully brought enforcement actions against nearly $1 
billion worth of EB-5 projects. One of the more highly publicized SEC investigations arising out of the EB-5 program involved Vermont’s 
Jay Peak Ski Resort. 

Further, the promotion of the EB-5 investment may be aggressive and non-compliant with US or state law. As a consequence, the risk 
that the underlying investment is problematic or fraudulent increases.

Often, the immigration lawyer provides services related to the immigration component of the engagement without performing due 
diligence on the producer or program. When the client discovers that the underlying program is fraudulent, the immigration lawyer may 
be one of the parties blamed. Some clients may wonder if the immigration attorney was complicit in the fraud and may allege that he or 
she employed willful blindness in the face of a questionable investment.



Marketing documents are often in the investor’s primary language 
The promotional materials are generally in the investor’s native language which makes it difficult for the smaller US based law firms to 
read the prospectus or offering memorandum, or the related marketing brochure to make sure it is proper. After a claim is made, the 
immigration lawyer will steadfastly maintain that their duties did not extend to analyzing the offerings and corresponding marketing 
materials for compliance with foreign, state or federal securities laws. Even the immigration related information, however, can be in a 
foreign language. Thus, the legal services are only as good as the individual lawyer’s ability to interpret the marketing materials specific 
to the promises of immigration rights or a green card.  

In the event of a claim, damages can be of high value
Since the investment on a per investor basis is at least $500,000, economic damages for any filed claim can be quite large, and 
ultimately state and/or federal security laws will become an issue, leading to increased defense costs. Claimants can also make a claim 
based upon the green card not materializing for themselves, individually, as well as for their spouse and children under 21 years of age. 
Further, these cases can be filed in a US District Court, which generally have fast-moving dockets. Finally, the SEC and state security 
regulators can become involved in investigating the EB-5 venture, further complicating matters. 

Risk management tips 
First and foremost, law firms should be thoughtful about whether they should accept EB-5 immigration work. One risk management 
option is to eliminate EB-5 work, which may be appropriate depending upon the expertise of the firm. If the firm decides to accept 
these cases, however, risk management considerations are as follows:

 ̤   Does the developer / promotor of the EB-5 program have a prior history of successfully accomplishing previous business 
development projects under the EB-5 program? If the answer is “no”, the law firm must satisfy itself that the developer is working 
with consultants who have prior EB-5 program experience. 

 ̤   The law firm should understand the complicated nature of the EB-5 program, including all USCIS requirements for the investment 
form. Failure of the investment and/or rejection by the USCIS is a common driver of legal malpractice claims. While many 
immigration lawyers advise that they were not engaged to review the actual investment, not knowing what you don’t know has led 
to malpractice claims. 

 ̤   Documenting the file as to the scope of legal services to be performed is always important. Documenting the file in terms of those 
services that will not be performed is crucial in EB-5 transactions. Further, once engagement scope limitations are set in writing 
between the law firm and client, the attorney performing EB-5 work should be meticulous in avoiding accidental “engagement 
creep”, whereby the original service limitations are later expanded beyond what was originally intended. It is more likely that 
accidental engagement creep will come through communications with the developer / promoter, as opposed to the foreign client-
investor. Thus, attorneys should be watchful of communication exchanges involving the developer / promoter. 

 ̤   All writings should be in a language the client-investor understands, otherwise the investor will claim the law firm was ineffective 
in communicating engagement scope limitations. 

 ̤   The firm should encourage extra care in the examination of the business principal or promoter’s background. A background check 
may reveal that the developer / promoter had previous problems with state or local regulatory authorities, a prior history of 
misconduct or criminal convictions. A law firm should understand the risks inherent in these transactions if the background check is 
not performed. Law firms have been pulled into claims when the investment is found to be fraudulent and the developer had prior 
run-ins with law enforcement officials or civil litigation involving prior investment projects. 

 ̤   The engagement letter to the client-investor should specifically state that the law firm has not conducted due diligence on the 
proposed investment nor does the law firm express an opinion on the economic viability of the investment, the financing of same, 
governmental approval or environmental considerations inherent in the business undertaking. Furthermore, the law firm should 
document that it makes no representations or assurances that the investment will be profitable or result in any investment return. 
Finally, the engagement letter should state the investor has the sole obligation to perform his own due diligence on the proposed 
investment to determine if it is suitable for his/her personal circumstances.

In summary, EB-5 programs are complicated and carry inherent risks that are not necessarily associated with other immigration 
programs. Further, due to the high-dollar investment amounts associated with this program, the economic damages associated with a 
malpractice claim may be of high value. Furthermore, claimed damages can include a lost residency opportunity for the entrepreneur 
as well as the spouse and family. In addition, if alleged negligent misrepresentations or security violations have occurred, the investor 
may seek a rescission of the investment transaction plus his attorney fees and costs against anyone who is associated with the EB-5 
effort. With all this in mind, good risk management practices dictate the law firm must carefully consider the inherent risks associated 
with an EB-5 engagement. 
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